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Abstract
Supervised event extraction models require a
substantial amount of training data to perform
well. However, event annotation requires a lot
of human effort and costs much time, which
limits the application of existing supervised
approaches to new event types. In order to
reduce manual labor and shorten the time to
build an event extraction system for an arbitrary
event ontology, we present a new framework to
train such systems much more efficiently without large annotations. Our event trigger labeling model uses a weak supervision approach,
which only requires a set of keywords, a small
number of examples and an unlabeled corpus,
on which our approach automatically collects
weakly supervised annotations. Our argument
role labeling component performs zero-shot
learning, which only requires the names of the
argument roles of new event types. The source
codes of our event trigger detection1 and event
argument extraction2 models are publicly available for research purposes. We also release a
dockerized system connecting the two models
into an unified event extraction pipeline3 .

1

Introduction

Supervised event extraction models require sufficient training data to achieve a good performance.
However, event annotation is a challenging task
costing a lot of time and manual effort due to the
sparsity of event mentions in natural language and
the potentially large number of emergent event
types that human annotators need to keep in mind
during annotation. Therefore, annotation becomes
a bottleneck that slows down the development of
supervised event extraction systems whenever a
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new scenario of interest emerges with new event
types in need of new data.
In order to meet the needs of fast development
of event extraction systems for emergent new event
types, we present a novel framework that can train
event extraction systems with very few resources.
Our proposed framework includes a weakly supervised approach to train a event trigger labeling
model and a zero-shot model for argument role labeling. Our proposed weakly supervised event trigger labeling model only requires a few keywords
and a small number of example event mentions. In
our experiments on the ACE 2005 English dataset,4
we use 4.9 keywords and 7.3 example mentions per
event type on average, which are all extracted from
the ACE annotation guidelines. We also propose a
zero-shot argument role labeling model that only
requires the argument role names of new event
types to perform the task. Since such information is typically included in the target ontology and
annotation guidelines, we believe this required input costs much less than human annotations. Our
framework can be applied to any new event types.
Our trigger labeling component outperforms existing few-shot and zero-shot methods (Huang et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2021; Feng et al., 2020) on ACE
2005 English dataset.

2

Approach

Our framework includes two components: a trigger
labeling model trained from a few keywords and
example mentions per each new event type and an
unlabeled corpus; and a zero-shot argument role
labeling model which only needs the corresponding
argument role names for extraction.
2.1

Event Trigger Labeling

As shown in Figure 1, our framework requires
a list of keywords {k1 , . . . , kM } for each target
4
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event type and a set of event mentions as input. Our goal is to annotate an unlabeled corpus
C = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sN }, which is a collection of sentences si , and train a model on the weakly supervised annotations. The corpus for weak supervision
is disjoint from the evaluation corpus.
Keyword Representation For each keyword ki ,
we first find all its occurrences (including morphological inflection) in the corpus and summarize the
semantics of each keyword into distributed representations by aggregating the hidden representation
of each keyword occurrence using a large-scale language model M inspired by Meng et al. (2020).
M functions as a sentence encoder to transform
tokens in a sentence into hidden representations. A
keyword occurrence consists of a sentence sj 2 C
and a token offset (bij , eij ) indicating the starting
and ending offsets of ki . We average the token
hidden representations from the language model
M within the token span as the representation for
the j-th occurrence, and use the mean vector of all
occurrences as the keyword representation ki . This
process is shown in the top right corner of Figure 1.
Keyword Clustering and Annotation Since
some keywords have similar meanings, we propose an additional clustering step to group similar
keywords together to find mentions of novel trigger
words not in the keyword list. We show an example in Figure 1 for the Attack event. We apply
spherical KMeans (Lloyd, 1982) to acquire a set of
cluster centers for an event type{c1 , c2 , . . . , cm }.
Letting t denote the representation of a token in
an unlabeled sentence according to M, we compute the score S(t) of the token being an event
trigger as the cosine similarity with the closest cluster representation for all the event type’s clusters:
S(t) = maxi cos_sim(ci , t). We accept a token as
an event trigger of this type if the score S(t) exceeds a threshold value. We select the threshold for
which this annotation procedure achieves the best
trigger labeling F1 score on example sentences.
Training with Example-based Denoising At
each minibatch training step, let Bw be a sampled
batch from the weakly supervised data. We further sample a batch Be from the example mentions
(from the human annotation guidelines). We compute the information consistency between Bw and
Be as d = I(r✓ L>
Be r✓ LBw > 0) where I is the
indicator function, L is the loss with respect to either the example batch or the weakly supervised

batch, and ✓ is the set of model parameters. If
d = 0, the training gradient has deviated far from
the example gradient, in which case we discard
the training data for loss computation. The overall
loss is LB = d LBw + (1 d )LBe , where is a
hyperparameter that interpolates joint training on
example data and weakly supervised data.
2.2

Event Argument Role Labeling

Our zero-shot event argument extraction model
only requires the event argument role names (usually single words or phrases) for each event type
(e.g., the event argument role names Giver, Beneficiary, Recipient and Place for event type Transaction: Transfer-Money). Note that our model does
not require any detailed information such as natural language descriptions, example annotations
or external resources (Zhang et al., 2021). Our
model is trained on existing event argument roles
with annotations, and is using zero-shot learning to
generalize well to any new argument roles.
Zero-shot Training and Classification Inspired
from many typical zero-shot learning tasks such as
zero-shot image classification (Xian et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2018b), we take a similar approach
to build a shared embedding space for both role
label semantics and the contextual text features
between triggers and arguments.
Given an
input sentence, we first perform named entity
recognition (NER) with Spacy5 to extract all entity
mentions in a sentence. After that, given the event
role names {r1 , r2 , · · · , rR } for a certain event
type, we first obtain the semantic embeddings
{r1 , r2 , · · · , rR } using the pretrained language
model BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). We also use
BERT to get the representation vectors for all
extracted event triggers ti and entity mentions ei
within the sentence, and concatenate the vectors
as [ti , ei ] to represent a trigger-entity pair. The
intuition here is to learn two separate neural
network projection functions to map each role
label and trigger-entity pair into a single shared
embedding space, where each trigger-entity
pair stays near its correct roles and far from all
other event argument roles. During training,
we minimize the cosine distance between each
[ti , ei ] and its role label ri , while maximizing the
distance between [ti , ei ] and all other role labels.
Specifically, if we use R to represent the set of all
argument role embeddings and use xi = [ti , ei ]
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Figure 1: The weakly supervised event trigger labeling framework

to represent trigger-entity pairs, the training
objective
is to minimize the hinge loss Li =
P
C(xi , ri ) + C(xi , rj )) ,
j6=i,rj 2R max (m
where C(x, r) denotes the cosine similarity. In
this way, the trigger-entity pair representations
tend to be centered around their argument role
labels. During testing, we directly classify each
trigger-entity pair as its nearest role label.

3
3.1

Evaluation
Dataset

We evaluate our models with the English portion
of the ACE 2005 dataset. It contains 33 event types
with 22 event argument role types. We use the training split as the weak supervision corpus, while in
zero-shot event argument role labeling, we follow
previous work (Huang et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2021) and use the 10 most frequent event types
as training types and other event types along with
their role types for testing.
Dataset

Split

#Sents

#Ents

#Events

ACE05-E

Train
Dev
Test

17,172
923
832

29,006
2,451
3,017

4,202
450
403

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

3.2

Results

Event Detection. We evaluate event detection performance on two tasks. The first is the traditional

trigger labeling. The model detects trigger spans
from sentences and predicts an event type for each
span. The second task is sentence level event detection (Feng et al., 2020), where the model predicts whether a sentence contains a mention of each
event type. We evaluate both of the tasks with the
F1 score. To further evaluate the impact of weak
supervision, we compare with the Example baseline, which uses the same architecture but is trained
only with example mentions in the human annotation guidelines. We also show ablation results
for the keyword clustering step and example-based
denoising step. As an efficient approach for event
detection, we also compare with other zero-shot
and few-shot methods for each task, as specified
next below. We provide more implementation details in the Appendix.
We show the performance of our framework on
trigger labeling in Table 2. We compare with the
reported performance using two zero-shot methods:
ZSL (Huang et al., 2018) and TapKey (Li et al.,
2021). Our framework has the best performance
among all the methods. We also show some inconsistent weakly supervised annotations (d = 0 in the
denoising step in Section 2.1) from the denoising
component in Table 3 to demonstrate the effectiveness of the denoising component. To further understand the effect of weak supervision, we compare
the weakly supervised results with supervised models trained on varying percentages of training data
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Full ACE Ontology (33 Types)

P

R

F

TapKey (Li et al., 2021)

-

-

52.1

57.2
65.6
62.2
61.3

63.0
60.8
61.1
59.7

59.8
63.1
61.6
60.4

Example
Ours
w/o denoising
w/o clustering
ACE Subset (23 Types)

P

R

F

ZSL (Huang et al., 2018)
Ours

75.5
66.3

36.3
60.5

49.1
63.3

Table 2: Trigger labeling performance (in %). Huang
et al. (2018) evaluated on a 23-event-type subset of the
complete ACE event ontology. We compute our model’s
performance on these types for comparison. The slots
with “-” are unreported results.
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Figure 2: Supervised performance with respect to training data portion. Dotted lines indicate the performance
of the weakly supervised methods.

in Figure 2. For sentence-level detection, we compare with the best few-shot (9-shot) results (Feng
et al., 2020) in Table 4. Our weakly supervised
approach has improved the performance.
Error

Inconsistent Weak Supervision

False Positive

... a minute fraction of the sum of
money[Transfer-Money] ...

False Negative

...
concerns our ability to
travel[Transport].

Table 3: Inconsistent weakly supervised annotations
from the denoising step.
Method

P

R

F

9-shot (Feng et al., 2020)

54.5

57.0

61.8

Example
Ours

66.4
66.2

68.0
74.2

66.9
69.9

Table 4: Sentence level event detection result (%).

Event Argument Extraction. In our experiments
of event argument extraction, we use the top 10

Prec

Rec

F1

Our Model
(Huang et al., 2018)

39.6
-

49.7
-

41.5
14.7

Start-Position:Entity
Justice:Defendant
Justice:Agent

48.5
55.0
45.5

76.2
44.0
45.5

59.3
48.9
45.5

Table 5: Event argument role labeling performance on
ACE dataset. We report both overall scores and also
top-3 scores on specific event argument roles.

frequent event types in ACE dataset for training
and the other 23 types for testing. We report the
precision, recall, and F1 scores on the test split of
ACE dataset as shown in Table 5.

4

0.7 F1=0.63

Models / Role Types

Related Work

Supervised Event Detection Event detection under supervised settings has been widely studied (Ji
and Grishman, 2008; Chen et al., 2015; Feng et al.,
2016; Liu et al., 2017, 2018a, 2019a; Lu et al.,
2019; Ding et al., 2019; Yan et al., 2019; Tong
et al., 2020; Du and Cardie, 2020; Li et al., 2021).
Other methods on joint information extraction (Li
et al., 2013; Wadden et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020)
also include event detection as a subtask. However, supervised methods heavily rely on human
annotations to perform well.
Weakly Supervised Event Extraction Some
previous weakly supervised event extraction methods aim at augmenting data for existing event types.
Ferguson et al. (2018) propose a semi-supervised
method which requires a strong supervised event
extractor for data collection. Chen et al. (2017) propose a distant supervision based framework using
Freebase Compound Value Types (CVTs). Wang
et al. (2019) follow Chen et al. (2015) and introduce a novel adversarial training method to denoise
the noisy training data for event extraction.
Zero-shot Event Argument Extraction In zeroshot learning (Zhang and Saligrama, 2015; RomeraParedes and Torr, 2015; Zhang et al., 2017), the
model is required to make predictions on types that
are not observed during training. Such a problem
setting has also been widely explored in Computer
Vision, especially for zero-shot image classification (Gu et al., 2021; Hanouti and Borgne, 2022).
In terms of zero-shot event extraction, Huang et al.
(2018) propose a semantic similarity based learning
method, and more recently, Zhang et al. (2021) fur-
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ther use resources from external corpus as weaklysupervised example annotations.

5

Conclusions

In this work we present an efficient event extraction
framework that can be trained with only a few keywords and example event mentions per new event
type. We use weak supervision for trigger labeling
and apply a zero-shot framework for argument role
labeling. Our framework can collect training data
and build models for emergent new event types in
a significantly shortened time without needing to
acquire large-scale human annotations.
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A Implementation Details
A.1

Spherical KMeans for Keyword
Clustering

Compared with traditional KMeans (Lloyd, 1982),
there are two modifications in spherical KMeans.
Firstly, the cluster assignment at each iteration step
is decided according to the cosine similarities to
the cluster centers instead of the Euclidean distance. Besides, after computing the cluster centers as the mean vectors of those keyword representations that are assigned to the corresponding
clusters, we add an additional normalizing step
to make all cluster centers have unit norm. We
use the implementation in https://github.
com/jasonlaska/spherecluster for experiments.
A.2

Implementation Details for Trigger
Labeling

We adopt a sequence labeling model for trigger labeling. Since we observe very few consecutive trigger spans, we use a simplified ’IO’ tagging method
instead of ’BIO’ tagging. Specifically, we assign
each token in a sentence a label ’I-<Event_type>’
if it is in a trigger span of the corresponding event
type. For the model architecture, we use RobertaLarge (Liu et al., 2019b) to encode each token in
the sentences into a hidden representation. Then
we adopt an additional linear layer to classify each
token into one of the tags. We use training batch
size of 8 sentences. We truncate sentences to contain at most 96 tokens. For optimization, we use
AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) optimizer

with initial learning rate 10 5 . We also use a linear
warmup with 1200 warmup steps. We run experiments with 4 random seeds and report the average
score.
A.3 Implementation Details for Sentence-level
Event Detection
We use a Roberta-Large model finetuned on
MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018) dataset for textual
entailment. The input to the model consists of a
candidate sentence and an event-type-specific entailment sentence, such as Agent attacked Target
for Attack event. The complete list of used entailment sentences can be found in the supplementary
materials. The model outputs scores for the three
labels: se for entailment, sn neutral and sc contradiction. We compute the probability of mentioning
e se
an event as P (M ention) = ese +e
sn +sc . We use
cross entropy loss to train the model. For evaluation, consider the candidate sentence mentioning an
event if the probability of entailment is greater than
0.5. We use the same training hyper-parameters
as trigger labeling. We run experiments with 4
random seeds and report the average score.
A.4

Implementation Details for Weak
Supervision

For the weak annotation, The threshold is chosen
from 0.4 to 1.0 with 0.05 incremental steps. We
choose the threshold as 0.65 to have the best F1
score on the example mentions. Since we use the
ACE 2005 English training corpus for weak supervision, we also compute the F1 score of the weakly
supervised annotation directly. The F1 score is
0.46.
For the example-based denoising, we choose the
weight parameter = 0.7 for trigger labeling and
= 0.5 for sentence-level event detection.

B

Keywords and Example Mentions

We show keywords for each event type in Table 6.
We include example mentions in the supplementary
materials. We have a total of 173 sentences and
241 event mentions in the example data.
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Event Type

Keywords

Business:Declare-Bankruptcy

bankruptcy, broke, broken, bankrupt

Business:End-Org

failure, shut, collapse, fold

Business:Merge-Org

merger, merge

Business:Start-Org

initiate, establish, established, launch

Conflict:Attack

conflict, shoot, war, fighting, violence, attack, surge, battle, terrorism, invasion, coalition, warfare, explode, invade, pound, combat, fought

Conflict:Demonstrate

rally, protest, demonstration, demonstrate, riot

Contact:Meet

talk, meet, meeting, seminar, summit, dialogue

Contact:Phone-Write

call, phone, letter, email, video, cable, telephone, correspondence, mail, dial

Justice:Acquit

acquittal

Justice:Appeal

appeal

Justice:Arrest-Jail

jail, arrest, imprison

Justice:Charge-Indict

charge, accuse, indictment, accusation

Justice:Convict

convict

Justice:Execute

execute, execution

Justice:Extradite

deport, expel, extradite

Justice:Fine

penalty, fine, fee, penalize

Justice:Pardon

mercy, forgive, pardon

Justice:Release-Parole

parole, release, free

Justice:Sentence

sentence

Justice:Sue

sue, lawsuit

Justice:Trial-Hearing

trial, hearing, testify

Life:Be-Born

birth, born

Life:Die

die, death, suicide, murder, kill, slaughter, survive, killing, stabbed, fatal

Life:Divorce

divorce, split

Life:Injure

hurt, harm, hit, wound, injure, injured, wounded

Life:Marry

wedding, marry, wed

Movement:Transport

head, move, retreat, leave, visit, trip, travel, shift, tour, remove, return, arrive,
carry, moving, ship, journey, transport, cruise, transition, deploy

Personnel:Elect

elect, election, vote, voting, poll, electoral, voter

Personnel:End-Position

resign, former, previous, fire, late, retire, dismiss, formerly, defunct

Personnel:Nominate

name, nominate

Personnel:Start-Position

appoint, employ, hire

Transaction:Transfer-Money

pay, spend, compensate, borrow, transfer, donate, lend

Transaction:Transfer-Ownership

buy, buying, acquire, purchase, acquisition, takeover, obtain

Table 6: Keywords used for each event type. Although we performed lemmatization for matching, there are some
situations that lemmatization cannot handle perfectly. Therefore we also include various tenses for some verbs.
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